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CHAPTER 3 
  
GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATIONS 


 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
To successfully plan, design and construct a road tunnel project requires various types of investigative 
techniques to obtain a broad spectrum  of pertinent topographic, geologic, subsurface, geo-hydrological, 
and structure information and data.  Although most of the techniques and procedures are similar to those 
applied for roadway and bridge projects, the specific scope, objectives and focuses of the investigations  
are considerably different for tunnel and underground projects, and can vary significantly with subsurface 
conditions and tunneling methods. 
  
A geotechnical investigation program for a tunnel project must use appropriate means and methods to 
obtain necessary characteristics and properties as basis for planning, design and construction of the tunnel  
and related underground facilities, to identify the potential construction risks, and to establish realistic 
cost estimate and schedule. The extent of the investigation should be consistent with the project scope 
(i.e., location, size, and budget), the project objectives (i.e., risk tolerance, long-term performance), and 
the project constraints (i.e., geometry, constructability, third-party impacts, aesthetics, and environmental  
impact). It is important that the involved parties have a common understanding of the geotechnical basis 
for design, and that they  are aware of the inevitable risk of not being able to completely define existing 
subsurface conditions or to fully predict ground behavior during construction. 
 
Generally, an investigation program for planning and design of a road tunnel project may include the 
following components: 
 
•  Existing Information Collection and Study  
•  Surveys and Site Reconnaissance 
•  Geologic Mapping 
•  Subsurface Investigations 
•  Environmental Studies 
•  Seismicity  
•  Geospatial Data Management 
 
It is beyond the scope of this manual to discuss each of the above components in details.  The readers are 
encouraged to review the FHWA and AASHTO references provided in this Chapter for more details.  
Similar investigations and monitoring are often needed during and after the construction to ensure the  
problems that occurred during construction are rectified or compensated, and short term impacts are  
reversed. Geotechnical investigations after construction are not discussed specifically in this Chapter.  

3.1.1  Phasing of Geotechnical Investigations 
 
Amid the higher cost of a complete geotechnical investigation program for a road tunnel projects 
(typically about 3% to 5%  of construction cost), it is more efficient to perform geotechnical investigations  
in phases to focus the effort in the areas and depths that matter.  Especially  for a road tunnel through 
mountainous terrain or below water body (Figure 3-1), the high cost, lengthy duration, limited access, and  
limited coverage of field investigations may demand that investigations be carried out in several phases to  
obtain the information necessary at each stage of the project in a more cost-efficient manner.  
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Figure 3-1 Water Boring Investigation from a Barge for the Port of Miami Tunnel, Miami, FL 

 
Furthermore, it is not uncommon to take several decades for a road tunnel project to be conceptualized, 
developed, designed, and eventually constructed.  As discussed in Chapter 1, typical stages of a road 
tunnel project from conception to completion are: 
 
•  Planning 
•  Feasibility Study  
•  Corridor and Alignment Alternative Study  
•  Environmental Impact Studies (EIS) and Conceptual Design 
•  Preliminary Design 
•  Final Design 
•  Construction  
 
Throughout the project development, the final alignment and profile may often deviate from those 
originally anticipated.  Phasing of the geotechnical investigations provides an economical and rational  
approach for adjusting to these anticipated changes to the project. 
 
The early investigations for planning and feasibility  studies can be confined to information studies and  
preliminary reconnaissance.  Geological mapping and minimum  subsurface investigations are typically 
required for EIS, alternative studies and conceptual design.  EIS studies may also include limited  
topographical and environmental investigations to identify potential “fatal flaws” that might stop the 
project at a later date.  A substantial portion of the geotechnical investigation effort should go into the 
Preliminary  Design Phase to refine the tunnel alignment and profile once the general corridor is selected, 
and to provide the detailed information needed for design.  As the final design progresses, additional test 
borings might be required for fuller coverage of the final alignment and for selected shaft and portal  
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locations. Lastly, depending on the tunneling method selected, additional investigations may be required 
to confirm design assumptions, or to provide information for contractor design of temporary works. 
Figure 3-2 illustrates the flow process of the phases of investigations. 

Figure 3-2 Phased Geotechnical Investigations with Project Development Process 

This Chapter discusses the subsurface investigation techniques typically  used for planning, design and 
construction of road tunnels.  Additional information on this subject is available from FHWA  
Geotechnical Engineering Circular No. 5 (FHWA, 2002a), FHWA Reference Manual for Subsurface 
Investigations – Geotechnical Site Characterization (FHWA, 2002b), FHWA Reference Manual for Rock 
Slopes (FHWA, 1999), and AASHTO Manual on Subsurface Investigations (AASHTO, 1988).  
 

3.2  INFORMATION STUDY  

3.2.1  Collection and Review of Available Information 
 
The first phase of an investigation program for a road tunnel project starts with collection and review of  
available information to develop an overall understanding of the site conditions and constraints at little  
cost. Existing data can help identify  existing conditions and features that may impact the design and 
construction of the proposed tunnel, and can guide in planning the scope and details of the subsurface 
investigation program to address these issues. 
 
Published topographical, hydrological, geological, geotechnical, environmental, zoning, and other 
information should be collected, organized and evaluated.  In areas where seismic condition may govern  
or influence the project, historical seismic records are used to assess earthquake hazards. Records of 
landslides caused by earthquakes, documented by the USGS and some State Transportation Departments, 
can be useful to avoid locating tunnel portals and shafts at these potentially  unstable areas.  
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In addition, case histories of underground works in the region are sometimes available from existing  
highway, railroad and water tunnels.  Other local sources of information may include nearby quarries,  
mines, or water wells.  University  publications may also provide useful information. 
 
Table 3-1 presents a summary list of potential information sources and the type of information typically  
available. 
 
Today, existing data are often available electronically, making them easier to access and manage.  Most 
of the existing information such as aerial photos, topographical maps, etc. can be obtained in GIS format 
at low or no cost. Several state agencies are developing geotechnical management systems (GMS) to  
store historical drilling, sampling, and laboratory test data for locations in their states. An integrated 
project geo-referenced (geospatial) data management system will soon become essential from the 
initiation of the project through construction to store  and manage these extensive data instead of paper  
records. Such an electronic data  management system  after the project completion will continue to be 
beneficial for operation and maintenance purposes.  Geospatial data management is discussed in Section 
3.9. 

3.2.2  Topographical Data 
 
Topographic maps and aerial photographs that today  can be easily and economically obtained, are useful 
in showing terrain and geologic features (i.e., faults, drainage channels, sinkholes, etc.).  When  
overlapped with published geological maps they can often, by interpretation, show geologic structures.   
Aerial photographs taken on different dates may reveal the site history in terms of earthwork, erosion and 
scouring, past construction, etc. 
 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic maps (1:24,000 series with 10 ft  or 20 ft contours) may be 
used for preliminary route selection.   However, when the project corridor has been defined, new aerial 
photography  should be obtained and photogrammetric maps should be prepared to facilitate portal and 
shaft design, site access, right-of-way, drainage, depth of cover, geologic interpretation and other studies. 
 

3.3  SURVEYS AND SITE RECONNAISSANCE 

3.3.1  Site Reconnaissance and Preliminary Surveys 
 
As discussed previously, existing lower-resolution contour maps published by  USGS or developed from 
photogrammetric mapping, are sufficient only for planning purposes.  However,  a preliminary survey will  
be needed for concept development and preliminary design to expand existing topographical data and  
include data from  field surveys and an initial site reconnaissance.  Initial on-site studies should start with 
a careful reconnaissance over the tunnel alignment, paying particular attention to the potential portal and 
shaft locations. Features identified on  maps and air photos should be verified.  Rock outcrops, often 
exposed in highway and railroad cuts, provide a source for information about rock mass fracturing and  
bedding and the location of rock type boundaries, faults, dikes, and other geologic features.  Features  
identified during the site reconnaissance should be photographed, documented and if feasible located by  
hand-held GPS equipment. 
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Table 3-1 Sources of Info  rmation Data (After FHWA, 2002a) 

Source Functional Use  Location Examples

Local Soil Conservation 

Aerial Photographs 

 • 
 • 

 • 

Identifies  manmade structures 
Provides geologic and hydrological information 
can be used as a basis for site reconnaissance 
Track site changes over time 

which 
Office,  United States 
Geological Survey  (USGS), 

 Local Library, Local  and 
National aerial survey  

 companies 

Evaluating a series of aerial photographs may  
show an area on site which was filled during the 
time period reviewed 

Topographic Maps 

 • 
 • 
 • 
 • 
 • 

Provides good index map of the site 
Allows for estimation  of site topography  
Identifies   physical features and structures  
Can be used to assess access  restrictions 
Maps from multiple dates indicate changes in land use 

USGS and State Geological 
Survey  

Engineer identifies access areas/restrictions, 
identifies areas of  potential slope instability; 
and can estimate   cut/fill capacity before visiting 
the site 

 Geologic Maps and Reports 
 • Provides information on local soil/rock  type and 

characteristics; hydrogeological issues, environmental 
concerns 

USGS and State Geological 
Survey  
 

 A twenty year  old report on regional geology 
identifies rock types, fracture and orientation 
and groundwater flow patterns 

Prior Subsurface   
Investigation Reports 

 • Provides information on local soil/rock type; strength 
parameters; hydrogeological issues; foundation types 
previously used; environmental concerns 

State DOTs, USGS, United 
States Environmental 
Protection Agency  (US 
EPA) 

A five year old report for  a nearby roadway  
widening project provides geologic, 
hydrogeologic, and geotechnical information 
for the area, reducing the scope of the 
investigation 

Prior Underground and Foundation 
 Construction Records 

 • Provides information on local soil/rock type; strength 
parameters; hydrogeological issues; environmental 
concerns; tunnel construction methods and problems 

State DOTs,  US EPA 
 Utility agencies; Railroads 

Construction records from a nearby  railroad 
tunnel alerted designer to squeezing rock 
condition at shear zone 

Water Well Logs 
 • 
 • 
 • 

Provide stratigraphy of the site and/or regional areas 
Yield rate and permeability  
Groundwater levels 

State Geological Survey; 
Municipal Governments; 
Water Boards 

A boring log of a water supply  well two miles 
from the proposed tunnel shows site 
stratigraphy facilitating interpretation of  local 

 geology 

 Flood Insurance Maps 
 • 
 • 
 • 

Identifies 100 to 500 yr. Floodplains near water bodies 
May prevent construction in a floodplain 
Provide information for evaluation of scour potential 

Federal Emergency  
Management Agency  
(FEMA), USGS,  State/Local 

 Agencies 

Prior to investigation, the flood map shows that 
the site is in a 100 yr floodplain and the 
proposed structure is moved to a new location 

 
 • Useful in urban areas 

 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps 

 • 

 • 
 • 
 • 

 For many cities provides continuous record for over 100 
yrs.  
Identifies building locations and type  
Identifies business type   at a location (e.g., chemical plant) 
May  highlight potential environmental problems at an 
urban site 

State Library/Sanborn 
Company  

 (www. 
Sanborncompany.com) 

A 1929 Sanborn map of St. Louis shows that a 
lead smelter was on site  for 10 years.  This 
information helps  identify a local contaminated 
area. 
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The reconnaissance should cover the immediate project vicinity, as well as a larger regional area so that  
regional geologic, hydrologic and seismic influences can be accounted for. 
 
A preliminary horizontal and vertical control survey may be required to obtain  general site data for route 
selection and for design.  This survey should be expanded from existing records and monuments that are 
based on the same horizontal and vertical datum that will be used for final design of the structures.  
Additional temporary  monuments and benchmarks can be established, as needed, to support field  
investigations, mapping, and environmental studies. 

3.3.2  Topographic Surveys 
 
As alternatives are eliminated, detailed topographic maps, plans and profiles must be developed to  
establish primary control for final design and construction based on a high order horizontal and vertical 
control field survey.  On a road tunnel system, centerline of the roadway and centerline of tunnel are 
normally not identical because of clearance requirements for walkways and emergency passages as  
discussed in Chapter 2. A tunnel centerline developed during design should be composed of tangent, 
circular, and transition spiral sections that approximate the complex theoretical tunnel centerline within a 
specified tolerance (0.25 in.).  This centerline should be incorporated into the contract drawings of the 
tunnel contract, and all tunnel control should be based on this centerline.  During construction, survey  
work is necessary for transfer of line and grade from surface to tunnel monuments, tunnel alignment  
control, locating and monitoring geotechnical instrumentation (particularly in urban areas), as-built 
surveys, etc.   Accurate topographic mapping is also required to support surface geology mapping and the 
layout of exploratory  borings, whether existing or performed for the project.  The principal survey 
techniques include: 
 
•  Conventional Survey   
•  Global Positioning System (GPS) 
•  Electronic Distance Measuring (EDM) with Total Stations. 
•  Remote Sensing 
•  Laser Scanning 
 
The state-of-art surveying techniques are discussed briefly below.  Note that the accuracies and operation 
procedures of these techniques improve with time so  the readers should seek out up-to-date information 
when applying these techniques for underground projects.  
 
Global Positioning System (GPS) utilizes the signal transit time from ground station to satellites to  
determine the relative position of monuments in a control network.  GPS surveying is able to coordinate 
widely spaced control monuments for long range surveys, as well as shorter range surveys.  The accuracy  
of GPS measurement is dependent upon the number of satellites observed, configuration of the satellite 
group observed, elapsed time of observation, quality of transmission, type of  GPS receiver, and other 
factors including network design and techniques used to process data.  The drawback for GPS survey is 
its limitation in areas where the GPS antenna cannot establish contact with the satellites via direct line of 
sight, such as within tunnels, downtown locations, forested areas, etc. 
 
Electronic Distance Measuring (EDM) utilizes a digital theodolite with electronic microprocessors, called 
a “total station” instrument, which determines the distance to a remote prism target by measuring the time  
required for a laser or infrared light to be reflected back from the target.  EDM can be used for accurate  
surveys of distant surfaces that would be difficult or impractical to monitor by conventional survey 
techniques. EDM can be used for common surveying applications, but is particularly useful for 
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economically monitoring displacement and settlement with time, such as monitoring the displacement and 
settlement of an existing structure during tunneling operations.  

Remote Sensing can effectively identify terrain conditions, geologic formations, escarpments and surface 
reflection of faults, buried stream beds, site access conditions and general soil and rock formations. 
Remote sensing data can be easily obtained from satellites (i.e. LANDSAT images from NASA), and 
aerial photographs, including infrared and radar imagery, from the USGS or state geologists, U.S. Corps 
of Engineers, and commercial aerial mapping service organizations.  State DOT aerial photographs, used 
for right-of-way surveys and road and bridge alignments, may also be available. 

Laser Scanning utilizes laser technology to create 3D digital images of surfaces.  Laser scanning 
equipment can establish x, y and z coordinates of more than one thousand points per second, at a 
resolution of about 0.25 inch over a distance of more than 150 feet.  Laser scanning can be used to 
quickly scan and digitally record existing slopes to determine the geometry of visible features, and any 
changes with time.  These data may be useful in interpreting geologic mapping data, for assessing 
stability of existing slopes, or obtaining as-built geometry for portal excavations.  In tunnels, laser 
scanning can efficiently create cross sections at very close spacing to document conditions within existing 
tunnels (Figure 3-3), verify geometry and provide as-built sections for newly constructed tunnels, and to 
monitor tunnel deformations with time. 

Figure 3-3 3D Laser Scanning Tunnel Survey Results in Actual Scanned Points 

3.3.3  Hydrographical Surveys 
 
Hydrographic surveys are required for subaqueous tunnels including immersed tunnel (Chapter 11), 
shallow bored tunnel, jacked box tunnel, and cofferdam cut-and-cover river crossings to determine 
bottom topography of the water body, together with water flow direction and velocity, range in water 
level, and potential scour depth.  In planning the hydrographic survey, an investigation should be made to  
determine the existence and location of  submarine pipelines, cables, natural and sunken obstructions, rip  
rap, etc. that may impact design or construction of the immersed tunnel or cofferdam cut-and-cover 
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tunnel. Additional surveys such as magnetometer, seismic sub-bottom scanning, electromagnetic survey, 
side scan sonar, etc., may  be required to detect and locate these features. These additional surveys may be  
done simultaneously or sequentially  with the basic hydrographic survey.  Data generated from the 
hydrographic survey should be based on the same  horizontal coordinate system  as the project control 
surveys, and should be compatible with the project  GIS database.  The vertical datum selected for the  
hydrographic survey should be based on the primary monument elevations, expressed in terms of  
National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD), Mean Lower Low Water Datum, or other 
established project datum.  

3.3.4  Utility Surveys 
 
Utility information is required, especially in the urban areas, to determine the type and extent of utility 
protection, relocation or reconstruction needed. This  information is obtained from surveys commissioned  
for the project, and from existing utility maps normally available from the owners of the utilities (utility  
companies, municipalities, utility districts, etc.). Utility surveys are performed to collect new data, 
corroborate existing data, and composite all data in maps and reports that will be provided to the tunnel  
designer. The requirement for utility information varies with tunneling methods and site conditions. Cut-
and-cover tunnel and shallow soft ground tunnel constructions, particularly  in urban areas, extensively 
impacts overlying and adjacent utilities. Gas, steam, water, sewerage, storm  water, electrical, telephone, 
fiber optic and other utility mains and distribution systems may require excavation, rerouting, 
strengthening, reconstruction and/or temporary  support, and may also require monitoring during  
construction.  
 
The existing utility  maps are mostly for informational purposes, and generally do not contain any 
warranty that the utility features shown actually exist, that they are in the specific location shown on the 
map, or that there may be additional features that are not shown. In general, surface features such as  
manholes and vaults tend to be reasonably well positioned on utility maps, but underground connections 
(pipes, conduits, cables, etc.) are usually shown as straight lines connecting the surface features. During  
original construction of such utilities, trenching may  have been designed as a series of straight lines, but, 
in actuality, buried obstructions such as boulders, unstable soil or unmapped existing utilities necessitated 
deviation from the designed trench alignment. In many instances, as-built surveys were never done after  
construction, and the design map, without any notation of as-constructed alignment changes, became the 
only map recording the location of the constructed utilities. 
 
In well-developed areas, it may not be realistic to attempt to locate all utilities during the design phase of 
a project without a prohibitive amount of investigation, which is beyond the time and cost limitations of 
the designer's budget. However, the designer must perform a diligent effort to minimize surprises during 
excavation and construction. Again, the level of due diligence depends on the method of excavation (cut-
and-cover, or mined tunnel), the depth of the tunnel, and the number, size and location of proposed shafts. 

3.3.5  Identification of Underground Structures and Other Obstacles 
 
Often, particularly in dense urban areas, other underground structures may exist that may impact the 
alignment and profile of the proposed road tunnel, and will dictate the need for structure protection 
measures during construction.  These existing underground structures may include transit and railroad 
tunnels, other road tunnels, underground pedestrian passageways, building vaults, existing or abandoned 
marine structures (bulkheads, piers, etc.), and existing or abandoned structure foundations.  Other 
underground obstructions may  include abandoned temporary shoring systems, soil treatment areas, and  
soil or rock anchors that were used for temporary or permanent support of earth retaining structures.  
Initial surveys for the project should therefore include a survey of existing and past structures using 
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documents from city and state agencies, and building owners.  In addition, historical maps and records 
should be reviewed to assess the potential for buried abandoned structures. 

3.3.6  Structure Preconstruction Survey 
 
Structures located within the zone of potential influence may experience a certain amount of vertical and  
lateral movement as a result of soil movement caused by tunnel excavation and construction in close 
proximity (e.g. cut-and-cover excavation, shallow soft ground tunneling, etc.).  If the anticipated 
movement may induce potential damage to a structure, some protection measures will be required, and a 
detailed preconstruction survey of the structure should be performed.  Preconstruction survey should 
ascertain all pertinent facts of pre-existing conditions, and identify features and locations for further 
monitoring.  Refer to Chapter 15 for detailed discussions of structural instrumentation and monitoring. 
 

3.4  GEOLOGIC MAPPING   
 
After collecting and reviewing existing geologic maps, aerial photos, references, and the results of  a  
preliminary  site reconnaissance, surface geologic mapping of available rock outcrops should be 
performed by an experienced engineering geologist to obtain detailed, site-specific information on rock  
quality and structure.  Geologic mapping collects local, detailed geologic data systematically, and is used  
to characterize and document the condition of rock mass or outcrop for rock mass classification (Chapter  
6) such as: 
 
•  Discontinuity type 
•  Discontinuity orientation 
•  Discontinuity infilling 
•  Discontinuity spacing 
•  Discontinuity persistence 
•  Weathering 
 
The International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) (www.isrm.net) has suggested quantitative 
measures for describing discontinuities (ISRM 1981). It provides standard descriptions for factors such as 
persistence, roughness, wall strength, aperture, filling, seepage, and block size.  Where necessary, it gives 
suggested methods for measuring these parameters so that the discontinuity can be characterized in a 
constant manner that allows comparison. 
 
By interpreting and extrapolating all these data, the geologist should have a better understanding of the  
rock conditions likely  to be present along the proposed tunnel and at the proposed portal and shaft 
excavations. The collected mapping data can be used in stereographic projections for statistical analysis 
using appropriate computer software (e.g., DIPS), in addition to the data obtained from the subsurface 
investigations.   
 
In addition, the following surface features should also be observed and documented during the geologic 
mapping program: 
 
•  Slides, new or old, particularly in proposed portal and shaft areas 
•  Faults 
•  Rock weathering 
•  Sinkholes and karstic terrain 
•  Groundwater springs 
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• 	 Volcanic activity  
• 	 Anhydrite, gypsum, pyrite, or swelling shales 
• 	 Stress relief cracks 
• 	 Presence of talus or boulders 
• 	 Thermal water (heat) and gas 
  
The mapping data will also help in targeting subsurface investigation borings and in situ testing in areas 
of observed variability and anomalies.  Section 4 of AASHTO Subsurface Investigations Manual (1988) 
provides details of commonly used field geologic mapping techniques and procedures. 
 
Geologic mapping during and after tunnel excavation is briefly discussed in Section 3.8.  For details of in-
tunnel peripheral geologic mapping refer to US Army Corps of Engineers - Engineering Manual EM-
1110-1-1804 for Geotechnical Investigations (USACE, Latest). 
   

3.5  SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 

3.5.1  General 
 
Ground conditions including geological, geotechnical, and hydrological conditions, have a major impact  
on the planning, design, construction and cost of a road tunnel, and often determine its feasibility and 
final route. Fundamentally, subsurface investigation is  the most important type of investigations to obtain 
ground conditions, as it is the principal means for: 
 
• 	 Defining the subsurface profile (i.e. stratigraphy, structure, and principal soil and rock ty pes)(Figure  

3-4) 
•	  Determining soil and rock material properties and mass characteristics; 
•	  Identify geological anomalies, fault zones and other hazards (squeezing soils, methane gas, etc.) 
•	  Defining hydrogeological conditions (groundwater levels, aquifers, hydrostatic pressures, etc.); and 
•	  Identifying potential construction risks (boulders, etc.). 

 

Figure 3-4 Cumberland Gap Tunnel Geological Profile 

Subsurface investigations typically  consist of borings, sampling, in situ testing, geophysical 
investigations, and laboratory material testing.  The principal purposes of these investigation techniques 
are summarized below: 
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• 	 Borings are used to identify the subsurface stratigraphy, and to obtain disturbed and undisturbed 

samples for visual classification and laboratory testing;  
• 	 In situ tests are commonly used to obtain useful engineering and index properties by testing the  

material in place to avoid the disturbance inevitably caused by sampling, transportation and handling  
of samples retrieved from  boreholes; in situ tests can also aid in defining stratigraphy;  

•	  Geophysical tests quickly and economically obtain subsurface information (stratigraphy and general 
engineering characteristics) over a large area to help define stratigraphy and to identify appropriate 
locations for performing borings; and  

•	  Laboratory testing provides a wide variety of engineering properties and index properties from  
representative soil samples and rock core retrieved from the borings.   

 
Unlike other highway structures, the ground surrounding a tunnel can act as a supporting mechanism, or  
loading mechanism, or both, depending on the nature of the ground, the tunnel size, and the method and  
sequence of constructing the tunnel.  Thus, for tunnel designers and contractors, the rock or soil 
surrounding a tunnel is a construction material, just as important as the concrete and steel used on the job.   
Therefore, although the above subsurface investigative techniques are similar (or identical) to the ones 
used for foundation design as specified in Section 10 of AASHTO 2006 Interim and in accordance with 
appropriate ASTM or AASHTO standards, the geological and geotechnical focuses for underground 
designs and constructions can be vastly different. 
 
In addition to typical geotechnical, geological, and geo-hydrological data, subsurface investigation for a 
tunnel project must consider the unique needs for different tunneling methods, i.e. cut-and-cover, drill-
and-blast, bored, sequential excavation, and immersed.   Table 3-2 shows other special considerations for 
various tunneling methods. 
 
As discussed in Section 3.1.1, subsurface investigations must be performed in phases to better economize 
the program.  Nonetheless, they are primarily performed during the design stage of the project, with much  
of the work typically concentrated in the preliminary design phase of a project.  These investigations  
provide factual information about the distribution  and engineering characteristics of soil, rock and  
groundwater at a site, allowing an understanding of the existing conditions sufficient for developing an  
economical design, determining a reliable construction cost estimate, and reducing the risks of  
construction.  The specific scope and extent of the investigation must be appropriate for the size of the 
project and the complexity  of the existing geologic conditions; must consider budgetary constraints; and  
must be consistent with the level of risk  considered acceptable to the client.  To ensure the collected data  
can be analyzed correctly throughout the project, the project coordinate system  and vertical datum should  
be established early on and the boring and testing locations must be surveyed, at least by hand-held GPS 
equipment.  Photographs of the locations should be maintained as well. 
 
Since unanticipated ground conditions are most often the reason for costly  delays, claims and disputes  
during tunnel construction, a project with a more thorough subsurface investigation program  would likely 
have fewer problems and lower final cost.  Therefore, ideally, the extent of an exploration program should 
be based on specific project requirements and complexity, rather than strict budget limits.  However, for  
most road tunnels, especially tunnels in mountainous areas or for water crossings, the cost for a 
comprehensive subsurface investigation may be prohibitive.  The challenge to geotechnical professionals 
is to develop an adequate and diligent subsurface investigation program that can improve the 
predictability of ground conditions within a reasonable budget and acceptable level of risk.  It is important 
that the involved parties have a common understanding of the limitations of geotechnical investigations, 
and be aware of the inevitable risk of not being able to completely define existing geological conditions. 
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Special considerations for various geological conditions are summarized in Table 3-3 (Bickel, et al., 
1996). 

Table 3-2 Special Investigation Needs Related to Tunneling Methods (after Bickel et al, 1996) 

Cut and Cover (Ch 5) Plan exploration to obtain design parameters for excavation support, and 
specifically define conditions closely enough to reliably determine best and most 
cost-effective location to change from cut-and-cover to true tunnel mining 
construction. 

Drill and Blast (Ch 6) Data needed to predict stand-up time for the size and orientation of tunnel. 

Rock Tunnel Boring 
Machine (Ch 6) 

Data required to determine cutter costs and penetration rate is essential.  Need 
data to predict stand-up time to determine if open-type machine will be ok or if 
full shield is necessary.  Also, water inflow is very important. 

Roadheader (Ch 6) Need data on jointing to evaluate if roadheader will be plucking out small joint 
blocks or must grind rock away.  Data on hardness of rock is essential to predict 
cutter/pick costs. 

Shielded Soft Ground 
Tunnel Boring Machine 
(Ch 7) 

Stand-up time is important to face stability and the need for breasting at the face 
as well as to determine the requirements for filling tail void.  Need to fully 
characterize all potential mixed-face conditions. 

Pressurized-Face Tunnel 
Boring Machine (Ch 7) 

Need reliable estimate of groundwater pressures and of strength and permeability 
of soil to be tunneled.  Essential to predict size, distribution and amount of 
boulders.  Mixed-face conditions must be fully characterized. 

Compressed Air (Ch 7) Borings must not be drilled right on the alignment and must be well grouted so 
that compressed air will not be lost up old bore hole in case tunnel encounters old 
boring 

Solution-Mining (Ch 8) Need chemistry to estimate rate of leaching and undisturbed core in order to 
conduct long-term creep tests for cavern stability analyses. 

Sequential Excavation 
Method/NATM (Ch 9) 

Generally requires more comprehensive geotechnical data and analysis to predict 
behavior and to classify the ground conditions and ground support systems into 
four or five categories based on the behavior. 

Immersed Tube (Ch 11) Need soil data to reliably design dredged slopes and to predict rebound of the 
dredged trench and settlement of the completed immersed tube structure. Testing 
should emphasize rebound modulus (elastic and consolidation) and unloading 
strength parameters.  Usual softness of soil challenges determination of strength 
of soil for slope and bearing evaluations. Also need exploration to assure that all 
potential obstructions and/or rock ledges are identified, characterized, and 
located.  Any contaminated ground should be fully characterized. 

Jacked Box Tunneling 
(Ch 12) 

Need data to predict soil skin friction and to determine the method of excavation 
and support needed at the heading 

Portal Construction Need reliable data to determine most cost-effective location of portal and to 
design temporary and final portal structure.  Portals are usually in weathered 
rock/soil and sometimes in strain-relief zone. 

Construction Shafts Should be at least one boring at every proposed shaft location. 

Access, Ventilation, or 
Other Permanent Shafts 

Need data to design the permanent support and groundwater control measures.  
Each shaft deserves at least one boring. 
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Table 3-3 Geotechnical Investigation Needs Dictated by (Modified After Bickel et al, 1996) 

 Hard or Abrasive Rock   • Difficult and expensive for TBM or roadheader.   Investigate, obtain samples, 
 and conduct lab tests to provide parameters needed to predict rate of advance 

and cutter costs.  

Mixed Face  • 
 • 

Especially difficult for wheel type TBM 
Particularly difficult tunneling condition in soil and in rock.   Should be 

 characterized carefully to determine nature and behavior of mixed-face and 
approximately length of tunnel likely to be affected for each mixed-face 
condition.  

Karst  •   Potentially large cavities along joints, especially at intersection of master joint 
   systems; small but sometimes very large and very long caves capable of 

 undesirably large inflows of groundwater. 

 Gypsum  •   Potential for soluble gypsum to be missing or to be removed because of change 
 of groundwater conditions during and after construction.  

Salt or Potash   • Creep characteristics and, in some cases, thermal-mechanical characteristics are 
 very important 

Saprolite  • 
 • 

 • 

 Investigate for relict structure that might affect behavior 
Depth and degree of weathering; important to characterize especially if 
tunneling near rock-soil boundary 

  Different rock types exhibit vastly differing weathering profiles 
High In-Situ Stress  •   Could strongly affect stand-up time and deformation patterns both in soil and 

   rock tunnels. Should evaluate for rock bursts or popping rock in particularly 
 deep tunnels 

Low In-Situ Stress  •  Investigate for open joints that dramatically reduce rock mass strength and 
modulus and increase permeability.  Often potential problem for portals in 

 downcut valleys and particularly in topographic “noses” where considerable 
relief of strain could occur. 

 • Conduct hydraulic jacking and hydrofracture tests. 
  Hard Fissured or 

Slickensided Soil 
•    Lab tests often overestimate mass physical strength of soil.  

and/or exploratory shafts/adits may be appropriate 
Large-scale testing 

Gassy Ground-always test 
for hazardous gases 

 • 
 • 

Methane (common) 
H2S 

Adverse Geological 
Features 

 • Faults 
 �    Known or suspected active faults.  Investigate to determine location and 

estimate likely ground motion 
 � Inactive faults but still sources of difficult tunneling condition  

 o Faults sometimes act as dams and other times as drainage paths to 
groundwater  
 - Fault gouge sometimes a problem for strength and modulus 

 � High temperature groundwater  
 • Always collect samples for chemistry tests 
 • Sedimentary Formations 

 � Frequently highly jointed 
 �    Concretions could be problem for TBM 

Continued on next page 
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Adverse Geological 

Features (Continued) 


 •	 

 •	 

 •	 

 •	 

 •	 

 � Groundwater 
 o	 Groundwater is one of the most difficult and costly problems to  

 control.  Must investigate to predict groundwater as reliably as 
possible 

 o	  Site characterization should investigate for signs of and nature of: 
 -  Groundwater pressure 
 - Groundwater flow 
 - Artesian pressure 
 - Multiple aquifers 
 - Higher pressure in deeper aquifer 
 - Groundwater perched on top of impermeable layer in mixed face 

 condition
 
 -  Ananalous or abrupt
 

 o	 Aggressive groundwater 
 
 - Soluble sulfates that attack concrete and shotcrete 

 - Pyrites 

 - Acidic 


Lava or Volcanic Formation 
 �   Flow tops and flow bottoms frequently are very permeable and difficult 

 tunneling ground 
 � Lava Tubes 
 �    Vertical borings do not disclose the nature of columnar jointing. Need 

inclined borings 
 � Potential for significant groundwater flows from columnar jointing  

 Boulders (sometimes nests of boulders) frequently rest at base of strata 
 �    Cobbles and boulders not always encountered in borings which could be 

misleading. 
 �    Should predict size, number, and distribution of boulders on basis of 

 outcrops and geology 
Beach and Fine Sugar Sands 
 � Very little cohesion.  Need to evaluate stand-up time. 

Glacial deposits 
 �   Boulders frequently associated with glacial deposits.  Must actively 


investigate for size, number, and distribution of boulders. 

 �   Some glacial deposits are so hard and brittle that they are jointed and  

 ground behavior is affected by the joining as well as properties of the 
matrix of the deposit 

Permafrost and frozen soils 
 �  Special soil sampling techniques required 
 � Thermal-mechanical properties required 

Manmade Features  •	 

 •	 

 •	 
 •	 

Contaminated groundwater/soil 
 �  Check for movement of contaminated plume caused by changes in
 

groundwater regime as a result of construction 

Existing Obstructions 
 � Piles 
 � Previously constructed tunnels 
 � Tiebacks extending out into sheet 

Existing Utilities 
  Age and condition of overlying or adjacent utilities within zone of influence 
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Table 3-3 (Continued) Geotechnical Investigation Needs Dictated by Geology 
(Modified after Bickel et al, 1996)  



 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

  
 

A general approach to control the cost of subsurface investigations while obtaining the information 
necessary for design and construction would include a) phasing the investigation, as discussed in Section 
3.1.1, to better match and limit the scope of the investigation to the specific needs for each phase of the 
project, and b) utilizing existing information and the results of geologic mapping and geophysical testing 
to more effectively select locations for investigation.  Emphasis can be placed first on defining the local 
geology, and then on increasingly greater detailed characterization of the subsurface conditions and 
predicted ground behavior.  Also, subsurface investigation programs need to be flexible and should 
include an appropriate level of contingency funds to further assess unexpected conditions and issues that 
may be exposed during the planned program.  Failure to resolve these issues early may lead to costly 
redesign or delays, claims and disputes during construction.   

Unless site constraints dictate a particular alignment, such as within a confined urban setting, few projects 
are constructed precisely along the alignment established at the time the initial boring program is laid out. 
This should be taken into account when developing and budgeting for geotechnical investigations, and 
further illustrates the need for a phased subsurface investigation program. 

3.5.2 Test Borings and Sampling 

3.5.2.1 Vertical and Inclined Test Borings 

Vertical and slightly inclined test borings (Figure 3-5) and soil/rock sampling are key elements of any 
subsurface investigations for underground projects.  The location, depth, sample types and sampling 
intervals for each test boring must be selected to match specific project requirements, topographic setting 
and anticipated geological conditions. Various field testing techniques can be performed in conjunction 
with the test borings as well.  Refer to FHWA Reference Manual for Subsurface Investigations (FHWA, 
2002b) and GEC 5 (FHWA, 2002a) for guidance regarding the planning and conduct of subsurface 
exploration programs. 

Figure 3-5 Vertical Test Boring/Rock Coring on a Steep Slope 
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The above guideline can be used as a starting point for determining the number and locations of borings.  
However, especially for a long tunnel through a mountainous area, under a deep water body, or within a 
populated urban area, it may not be economically feasible or the time  sufficient to perform borings 
accordingly.  Therefore, engineering judgment will need to be applied by a licensed and experienced  
geotechnical professional to adapt the investigation program. 
 
In general, borings should be extended to at least 1.5 tunnel diameters below the proposed tunnel invert.  
However, if there is uncertainty regarding the final profile of the tunnel, the borings should extend at least  
two or three times the tunnel diameter below the preliminary tunnel invert level. Borings at shafts should 
extend at least 1.5 times the depth of the shaft for design of the shoring system  and shaft foundation, 
especially in soft soils.   

3.5.2.2  Horizontal and Directional Boring/Coring 
 
Horizontal boreholes along tunnel alignments provide a continuous record of ground conditions and 
information which is directly relevant to the tunnel alignment.  Although the horizontal drilling and 
coring cost per linear feet may be much higher than the conventional vertical/inclined borings, a  
horizontal borings can be more economical, especially for investigating a deep mountainous alignment, 
since one horizontal boring can replace many deep vertical conventional boreholes and avoid unnecessary  
drilling of overburden materials and disruption to the ground surface activities, local community and 
industries. 
 
A deep horizontal boring will need some distance of inclined drilling through the overburden and upper 
materials to reach to the depth of the tunnel alignment.  Typically the inclined section is stabilized using 
drilling fluid and casing and no samples are obtained.  Once the bore hole reached a horizontal alignment, 
coring can be obtained using HQ triple tube core barrels.   
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Table 3-4 presents general guidelines from AASHTO (1988) for determining the spacing of boreholes for 
tunnel projects: 

Table 3-4 Guidelines for Vertical/Inclined Borehole Spacing (after AASHTO, 1988) 

Ground Conditions Typical Borehole Spacing 
(feet) 

Cut-and-Cover Tunnels (Ch 5) 100 to 300 

Rock Tunneling (Ch 6) 

Adverse Conditions 50 to 200 

      Favorable Conditions 500 to 1000 

Soft Ground Tunneling (Ch 7) 

Adverse Conditions 50 to 100 

      Favorable Conditions 300 to 500 

Mixed Face Tunneling (Ch 8) 

Adverse Conditions 25 to 50 

      Favorable Conditions 50 to 75 



 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3-6 Horizontal Borehole Drilling in Upstate New York 

3.5.2.3  Sampling - Overburden Soil 
 
Standard split spoon (disturbed) soil samples (ASTM D-1586)  are typically obtained at intervals not 
greater than 5 feet and at changes in strata. Continuous sampling from one diameter above the tunnel  
crown to one diameter below the tunnel invert is advised to better define the stratification and materials 
within this zone if within soil or intermediate geomaterial.  In addition, undisturbed tube samples should  
be obtained in each cohesive soil stratum  encountered in the borings; where a thick stratum of cohesive 
soil is present, undisturbed samples should be obtained at intervals not exceeding 15 ft.  Large diameter  
borings or rotosonic type borings (Figure 3-7) can be considered to obtain special samples for 
classification and testing. 
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Figure 3-7 Rotosonic Sampling for a CSO Tunnel Project at Portland, Oregon.  

3.5.2.4  Sampling – Rock Core 
 
In rock, continuous rock core should be obtained below the surface of rock, with a minimum NX-size 
core (diameter of 2.16 inch or 54.7 mm).  Double and triple tube core barrels should be used to obtain  
higher quality core more representative of the in situ  rock.  For deeper holes, coring should be performed  
with the use of wire-line drilling equipment to further reduce potential degradation of the recovered core  
samples.  Core runs should be limited to a maximum length of 10 ft in moderate to good quality rock, and  
5 ft in poor quality rock. 
 
The rock should be logged soon after it was extracted from the core barrel.  Definitions and terminologies 
used in logging rock cores are presented in Appendix B.  Primarily, the following information is 
recommended to be noted for each core run on the rock coring logs: 
 
•  Depth of core run 
•  Core recovery in inches and percent 
•  Rock Quality Designation (RQD) percent 
•  Rock type, including color texture, degree of weathering and hardness 
•  Character of discontinuities, joint spacing, orientation, roughness and alteration 
•  Nature of joint infilling materials 
 
In addition, drilling parameters, such as type of drilling equipment, core barrel and casing size, drilling  
rate, and groundwater level logged in the field can be useful in the future.  Typical rock coring logs for 
tunnel design purpose are included in Appendix B. 
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3.5.2.5  Borehole Sealing 
 
All borings should be properly sealed at  the completion of the field exploration, if not intended to be used  
as monitoring wells.  This is typically required for safety considerations and to prevent cross  
contamination of soil strata and groundwater.  However, boring sealing is particularly  important for 
tunnel projects since an open borehole exposed during  tunneling may lead to uncontrolled inflow of water 
or escape of slurry from a slurry shield TBM or air from  a compressed air tunnel.   
 
In many parts of the country, methods used for sealing of boreholes are regulated by state agencies.   
FHWA-NHI-035 “Workbook for Subsurface Investigation Inspection Qualification” (FHWA, 2006a)  
offers general guidelines for borehole sealing.   National Cooperative Highway  Research Program Report 
No. 378 (Lutenegger et al., 1995), titled “Recommended Guidelines for Sealing Geotechnical Holes,” 
contains extensive information on sealing and grouting boreholes.  
 
Backfilling of boreholes is generally accomplished using a grout mixture by pumping the grout mix  
through drill rods or other pipes inserted into the borehole.  In boreholes where groundwater or drilling 
fluid is present, grout should be tremied from the bottom of the borehole.  Provision should be made to  
collect and dispose of all drill fluid and waste grout.  Holes in pavement and slabs should be  patched with 
concrete or asphaltic concrete, as appropriate. 

3.5.2.6  Test Pits 
 
Test pits are often used to investigate the shallow presence, location and depth of existing utilities,  
structure foundations, top of bedrock and other underground features that may interfere or be impacted by 
the construction of shafts, portals and cut-and-cover tunnels.  The depth and size of test pits will be 
dictated by the depth and extent of the feature being exposed.  Except for very  shallow excavations, test 
pits will typically require sheeting and shoring to provide positive ground support and ensure the safety of 
individuals entering the excavation in compliance with OSHA and other regulatory requirements. 
 
The conditions exposed in test pits, including the existing soil and rock materials, groundwater 
observations, and utility and structure elements are documented by written records and photographs, and 
representative materials are sampled for future visual examination and laboratory testing.  The excavation  
pits are then generally backfilled with excavation spoil, and the backfill is compacted to avoid excessive  
future settlement. Tampers and rollers may be used to facilitate compaction of the backfill.  The ground 
surface or pavement is then typically  restored using materials and thickness dimension matching the  
adjoining areas. 

3.5.3  Soil and Rock Identification and Classification 

3.5.3.1  Soil Identification and Classification 
 
It is important to distinguish between visual identification and classification to minimize conflicts  
between general visual identification of soil samples in the field versus a more precise laboratory 
evaluation supported by index tests. Visual descriptions in the field are often subjected to outdoor  
elements, which may influence results. It is important to send the soil samples to a laboratory for accurate  
visual identification by a geologist or technician experienced in soils work, as this single operation will 
provide the basis for later testing and soil profile development. 
 
During progression of a boring, the field personnel should describe the sample encountered in accordance 
with the ASTM D 2488, Practice for Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual Procedure),  
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which is the modified Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). For detailed field identification 
procedures for soil samples readers are referred to FHWA-NHI-035 “Workbook for Subsurface 
Investigation Inspection Qualification”. 
 
For the most part, field classification of soil for a tunnel project is similar to that for other geotechnical 
applications except that special attention must be given to accurately defining and documenting soil grain 
size characteristics and stratification features since these properties may have greater influence on the  
ground and groundwater behavior during tunneling than they may have on  other types of  construction, 
such as for foundations, embankments and cuts.  Items of particular importance to tunnel projects are 
listed below: 
 
• 	 Groundwater levels (general and perched levels), evidence of ground permeability (loss of drilling 

fluid; rise or drop in borehole water level; etc.), and evidence of artesian conditions 
• 	 Consistency and strength of cohesive soils 
• 	 Composition, gradation and density of cohesionless soils  
•	  Presence of lenses and layers of higher permeability  soils  
•	  Presence of gravel, cobbles and boulders, and potential for nested boulders 
•	  Maximum cobble/boulder size from coring and/or large diameter borings (and also based on 

understanding of local geology), and the unconfined compressive strength of  cobbles/boulders (from 
field index tests and laboratory testing of recovered samples) 

• 	 Presence of cemented soils  
• 	 Presence of contaminated soil or groundwater 

 
All of the  above issues will greatly influence ground behavior and groundwater inflow during 
construction, and the selection of the tunneling equipment and methods. 

3.5.3.2  Rock Identification and Classification 
 
In rock, rock mass characteristics and discontinuities typically have a much greater influence on ground 
behavior during tunneling and on tunnel loading than the intact rock properties.  Therefore, rock  
classification needs to be focused on rock mass characteristics, as well as its origin and intact properties  
for typical highway foundation application. Special intact properties are important for tunneling 
application particularly for selecting rock cutters for tunnel boring machines and other types of rock  
excavators, and to predict cutter wear. 
 
Typical items included in describing general rock lithology include: 
 
•	  General rock type 
•	  Color 
•	  Grain size and shape 
• 	 Texture (stratification, foliation, etc.) 
• 	 Mineral composition 
• 	 Hardness 
• 	 Abrasivity  
• 	 Strength 
• 	 Weathering and alteration 
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Rock discontinuity  descriptions typically noted in rock classification include: 
 
• 	 Predominant joint sets (with strike and dip orientations) 
• 	 Joint roughness 
• 	 Joint persistence 
• 	 Joint spacing 
• 	 Joint weathering and infilling  
 
Other information typically noted during subsurface rock investigations include: 
 
• 	 Presence of faults or shear zones 
• 	 Presence of intrusive material (volcanic dikes and sills) 
•	  Presence of voids (solution cavities, lava tubes, etc.) 
•	  Groundwater levels, and evidence of rock mass permeability (loss of drilling fluid; rise or drop in 

borehole water level; etc.) 
 
Method of describing discontinuities of rock masses is in accordance with International Society of Rock 
Mechanics (ISRM)’s “Suggested Method of Quantitative Description of Discontinuities of Rock Masses” 
(ISRM 1981) as shown in Appendix B.  Chapter 6 presents the J values assigned to each condition of rock 
discontinuities for Q System (Barton 2001).    
 
Index properties obtained from inspection of the recovered rock core include core recovery (i.e., the  
recovered core length expressed as a percentage of the total core run length), and Rock Quality  
Designation or RQD (the combined length of all sound and intact core segments equal to or greater than 4 
inches in length, expressed as a percentage of the total core run length).  
 
For detailed discussions of rock identification and classification readers are referred to Mayne et al. 
(2001) and the AASHTO “Manual on Subsurface Investigations” (1988).  Another useful reference for  
rock classification is “Suggested Methods for the Quantitative Description of Discontinuities in Rock  
Masses” from the International Society of Rock Mechanics (1977).  For detailed field identification  
procedures readers are referred to FHWA-NHI-035  “Workbook for Subsurface Investigation Inspection 
Qualification” and “Rock and Mineral Identification for Engineer Guide.” 
 
Often, materials encountered during subsurface investigations represent a transitional (intermediate)  
material formed by the in place weathering of rock.  Such conditions may sometimes present a complex  
condition with no clear boundaries between the different materials encountered. Tunneling through the  
intermediate  geomaterial (IGM), in some cases referred as mixed-face condition, can be extremely  
difficult especially when groundwater is present.  In the areas where tunnel alignment must cross this  
transition zone, the subsurface investigation is conducted much as for rock, and when possible cores are  
retrieved and classified, and representative intact pieces of rock should be tested.  More discussions are 
included in Chapter 8. 
 
3.5.4  Field Testing Techniques (Pre-Construction) 
 
Field testing for subsurface investigations includes two general categories of tests: 

 
a) In situ tests 

b) Geophysical testing 
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In situ tests are used to directly obtain field measurements of useful soil and rock engineering properties.  
Geophysical tests, the second general category of field tests, are indirect methods of exploration in which 
changes in certain physical characteristics such as  magnetism, density, electrical resistivity, elasticity, or a 
combination of these are used as an aid in developing subsurface information.  There are times that two  
testing methods can be performed from a same apparatus, such as using seismic CPT 

3.5.4.1  In situ Testing 
 
In situ tests are used to directly obtain field measurements of useful soil and rock engineering properties.  
In soil, in situ testing include both index type tests, such as the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and tests 
that determine the physical properties of the ground,  such as shear strength from cone penetration Tests 
(CPT) and ground deformation properties from pressure meter tests (PMT).  In situ test methods in soil   
commonly used in the U.S. and their applications and limitations are summarized in Table 3-5. 
 
Common in situ tests used in rock for tunnel applications are listed in Table 3-6.  One significant property  
of interest in rock is its in situ stress condition.  Horizontal stresses of geological origin are often locked 
within the rock masses, resulted in a stress ratio (K) often higher than the number predicted by elastic  
theory.  Depending on the size and orientation of the tunneling, high horizontal stresses may produce 
favorable compression in support and confinement, or induce popping or failure during and after 
excavation. Principally, two different general methods are common to be employed to measure the in situ  
stress condition: hydraulic fracturing and overcoring.  Note that in situ stress can only be measured  
accurately within a fair or better rock condition.  However, since weak rocks are unable to support large 
deviatoric stress differences, the lateral and vertical stresses tend to equalize over geologic time.  

3.5.4.2  Geophysical Testing 
 
Geophysical tests are indirect methods of exploration in which changes in certain physical characteristics 
such as magnetism, density, electrical resistivity, elasticity, or a combination of these are used as an aid in 
developing subsurface information.  Geophysical methods provide an expeditious  and economical means 
of supplementing information obtained by direct exploratory methods, such as borings, test pits and in  
situ testing; identifying local anomalies that might not be identified by other methods of exploration; and 
defining strata boundaries between widely spaced borings for more realistic prediction of subsurface 
profiles. Typical uses of geophysical tests include determination of the top of bedrock, the ripability of 
rock, the depth to groundwater, the limits of organic deposits, the presence of voids, the location and 
depth of utilities, the location and depth of existing foundations, and the location and depth of other 
obstruction, to note just a few.  In addition, geophysical testing can also obtain stiffness and dynamic  
properties which are required for numerical analysis.   
 
Geophysical testing can be performed on the surface, in boreholes (down or cross hole), or in front of the 
TBM during construction.  Typical applications for geophysical tests are presented in Table 3-7.   
 

Table 3-8 briefly summarizes the procedures used to perform these geophysical tests, and notes their  
limitations. 
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Table 3-5 In-situ Testing Methods Used in Soil (After FHWA, 2002a) 

Method Procedure Applicable 
Soil Types 

Applicable Soil 
Properties 

Limitations / Remarks 

 Electric Cone A cylindrical probe is Silts, Estimation of soil No soil sample is obtained; 
Penetrometer hydraulically pushed sands, type and detailed  The probe may become 
(CPT) vertically through the soil clays, and  stratigraphy   damaged if testing in gravelly 

measuring the resistance at the 
conical tip of the probe and 

peat  Sand: φ′, Dr, σho ′ 
soils is attempted; Test results 

 not particularly good for 
along the steel shaft;  Clay: su, σp′ estimating deformation 
measurements typically characteristics  

 recorded at 2 to 5 cm intervals 

Piezocone Same as CPT; additionally, Silts, Same as CPT, If the filter element and ports 
Penetrometer penetration porewater sands, with additionally:   are not completely saturated, 
(CPTu) pressures are measured using 

 a transducer and porous filter 
element 

clays, and 
peat 

Sand: uo / water 
table elevation 

 Clay: σp′, ch, kh 

OCR 

the pore pressure response may 
  be misleading; Compression 

and wear of a mid-face (u1) 
element will effect readings; 
Test results not particularly 
good for estimating  
deformation characteristics 

Seismic Same as CPTu; additionally, Silts,  Same as CPTu,  First arrival times should be 
 CPTu  shear waves generated at the sands, with additionally: used for calculation of shear 

(SCPTu) surface are recorded by a 
 geophone at 1-m intervals 

throughout the profile for 
calculation of shear wave 
velocity 

clays, and 
peat 

Vs, Gmax, Emax, 
 ρtot, eo 

  wave velocity (if first 
crossover times are used, the 
error in shear wave velocity 
will increase with depth) 

Flat Plate A flat plate is hydraulically Silts, Estimation of soil Membranes may become  
Dilatometer  pushed or driven through the sands, type and  deformed if over-inflated; 
(DMT)  soil to a desired depth; at 

  approximately 20 to 30 cm 
intervals, the pressure required 

 to expand a thin membrane is 
 recorded; Two to three 

measurements are typically 
 recorded at each depth. 

clays, and 
peat 

 stratigraphy 

 Total unit weight 
 Sand: φ′, E, Dr, mv 

Clays: σp′, Ko, su, 
 mv, E, ch, kh 

Deformed membranes will not 
provide accurate readings; 
Leaks in tubing or connections 

 will lead to high readings; 
 Good test for estimating 

deformation characteristics at 
small strains 

Pre-bored A borehole is drilled and the Clays, silts, E, G, mv, su  Preparation of the borehole 
 Pressure  bottom is carefully prepared and peat;   most important step to obtain 

meter (PMT)  for insertion of the equipment; marginal  good results; Good test for 
  The pressure required to  response in  calculation of lateral 

expand the cylindrical  some sands deformation characteristics 
 membrane to a certain volume and gravels 

or radial strain is recorded. 

Continued on next page 
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Table 3-5 (Continued) In situ Testing Methods Used in Soil 

Method Procedure Applicable 
Soil Types 

Applicable Soil 
Properties 

Limitations / Remarks 

Full 
Displacement 

 Pressure 
meter (PMT) 

 A cylindrical probe with a 
pressure meter attached 

 behind a conical tip is 
 hydraulically pushed through 

the soil and paused at select 
intervals for testing; The 
pressure required to expand 
the cylindrical membrane to a 

  certain volume or radial strain 
is recorded 

Clays, silts, 
and peat 

E, G, mv, su   Disturbance during 
advancement of the probe will 
lead to stiffer initial modulus 

  and mask liftoff pressure (po); 
 Good test for calculation of 

 lateral deformation 
characteristics 

Vane Shear   A 4 blade vane is Clays, su, St, σp′   Disturbance may occur in soft 
Test (VST) hydraulically pushed below 

the bottom of a borehole, then 
 slowly rotated while the 

 torque required to rotate the 
 vane is recorded for 

calculation of peak undrained 
  shear strength; The vane is 

  rapidly rotated for 10 turns, 
  and the torque required to fail 

the soil is recorded for 
calculation of remolded 

 undrained shear strength 

Some silts 
and peats if 
undrained 
conditions 
can be 
assumed; 

 not for use 
 in granular 

soils 

sensitive clays, reducing 
measured shear strength; 
Partial drainage may occur in 
fissured clays and silty 
materials, leading to errors in 
calculated strength; Rod 

  friction needs to be accounted 
for in calculation of strength; 
Vane diameter and torque 
wrench capacity need to be 
properly sized for adequate 
measurements in various clay 
deposits 

 
Symbols used in Table 3-5: 
 
 φ′: Effective stress friction angle Gmax: Small-strain shear modulus 
Dr: Relative density G: Shear modulus  
σho ′:  In-situ horizontal effective stress Emax: Small-strain Young’s modulus 
su: Undrained shear strength E: Young’s modulus 
σp′: Preconsolidation stress ρtot: Total density 
ch: Horizontal coefficient of consolidation eo: In-situ void ratio 
kh:  Horizontal hydraulic conductivity mv:  Volumetric compressibility coefficient 
OCR: Overconsolidation ratio Ko: Coefficient of at-rest earth pressure 
Vs: Shear wave velocity St: Sensitivity  
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Table 3-6 Common in situ Test Methods for Rock (after USACE, 1997) 

Parameter Test Method Procedure / Limitations / Remarks 

In situ Stress Hydraulic 
Fracturing 

Typically conducted in vertical boreholes. A short segment of the 
hole is sealed off using a straddle packer. This is followed by the 
pressurization by pumping in water. The pressure is raised until 
the rock surrounding the hole fails in tension at a critical pressure. 
Following breakdown, the shut-in pressure, the lowest test-interval 
pressure at which the hydrofrac closes completely under the action 
of the stress acting normal to the hydrofractures. In a vertical test 
hole the hydrofractures are expected to be formed in vertical and 
perpendicular to the minimum horizontal stress. 

Overcoring Drills a small diameter borehole and sets into it an instrument to 
respond to changes in diameter. Rock stresses are determined 
indirectly from measurements of the dimensional changes of a 
borehole, occurring when the rock volume surrounding the hole is 
isolated from the stresses in the host rock 

Flat Jack Test This method involves the use of flat hydraulic jacks, consisting of 
two plates of steel welded around their edges and a nipple for 
introducing oil into the intervening space. Flat jack is inserted into 
the slot, cemented in place, and pressurized. When the pins have 
been returned to the initial separation, the pressure in jack 
approximates the initial stress normal to the jack. 

Modulus of 
Deformation 

Plate Bearing 
Test 

A relatively flat rock surface us sculptured and level with mortar 
to receive circular bearing plates 20 to 40 inches in diameter. 
Loading a rock surface and monitoring the resulting displacement. 
This is easily arranged in the underground gallery. The site may be 
selected carefully to exclude loose, highly fractured rock. 

Borehole A borehole expansion experiment conducted with a rubber sleeve. 
Dilatometer Test The expansion of borehole is measured by the oil or gas flow into 

the sleeve as the pressure raised, or by potentiometers or linear 
variable differential transformers built inside the sleeve. One 
problem with borehole deformability test is that it affect a 
relatively small volume of rock and therefore contains an 
incomplete sample of the fracture system. 

Flat Jack Test This method involves the use of flat hydraulic jacks, consisting of 
two plates of steel welded around their edges and a nipple for 
introducing oil into the intervening space. Provide measurement 
points on the face of the rock and deep slot (reference points). 
Modulus of deformation could be calculated from the measured 
pin displacements. 

Radial jacking Loads are applied to the circumference of a tunnel by a series of 
test jacks reacting against circular steel ring members. This test allows 

the direction of load to be varied according to the plan for 
pressuring the jacks. 

Pressuremeter The pressure required to expand the cylindrical membrane to a 
certain volume or radial strain is recorded in a borehole. It is 
applicable for soft rocks. 
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Parameter Test Method Procedure / Limitations / Remarks 

Dynamic 
Measurement 

The velocity of stress waves is measured in the field. The wave 
velocity can be measured by swinging a sledgehammer against an 
outcrop and observing the travel time to a geophone standing on 
the rock at a distance of up to about 150 ft. The stress loadings 
sent through the rock by this method are small and transient. Most 
rock mass departs significantly from the ideal materials, 
consequently, elastic properties calculated from these equations 
are often considerably larger than elastic properties calculated 
from static loading tests, particularly in the case of fractured rocks. 

Imaging and 
Discontinuities 

Acoustic 
Televiewing 

Acoustic Televiewers (ATV) produce images of the borehole wall 
based on the amplitude and travel time of acoustic signals reflected 
from the borehole wall. A portion of the reflected energy is lost in 
voids or fractures, producing dark bands on the amplitude log. 
Travel time measurements allow reconstruction of the borehole 
shape, making it possible to generate a 3-D representation of a 
borehole. 

Borehole Video 

Televiewing 

The Borehole Video System (BVS) is lowered down boreholes to 
inspect the geology and structural integrity. The camera view of 
fractures and voids in boreholes provides information. 

Permeability 
(Section 3.5.6) 

Slug Test Slug tests are applicable to a wide range of geologic settings as 
well as small-diameter piezometers or observation wells, and in 
areas of low permeability where it would be difficult to conduct a 
pumping test. A slug test is performed by injecting or withdrawing 
a known volume of water or air from a well and measuring the 
aquifer’s response by the rate at which the water level returns to 
equilibrium. Permeability values derived relate primarily to the 
horizontal conductivity. Slug tests have a much smaller zone of 
infiltration than pumping tests, and thus are only reliable at a much 
smaller scale. 

Packer Test It is conducted by pumping water at a constant pressure into a test 
section of a borehole and measuring the flow rate. Borehole test 
sections are sealed off by packers, with the use of one or two 
packers being the most widely used techniques. The test is rapid 
and simple to conduct, and by performing tests within intervals 
along the entire length of a borehole, a permeability profile can be 
obtained. The limitation of the test is to affect a relatively small 
volume of the surrounding medium, because frictional losses in the 
immediate vicinity of the test section are normally extremely large. 

Pumping Tests In a pumping test, water is pumped from a well normally at a 
constant rate over a certain time period, and the drawdown of the 
water table or piezometric head is measured in the well and in 
piezometers or observation wells in the vicinity. Since pumping 
tests involve large volumes of the rock mass, they have the 
advantage of averaging the effects of the inherent discontinuities. 
Most classical solutions for pump test data are based on the 
assumptions that the aquifers are homogeneous and isotropic, and 
that the flow is governed by Darcy's law. The major disadvantage 
is the period of time required to perform a test. Test durations of 
one week or longer are not unusual when attempting to approach 
steady-state flow conditions. Additionally, large diameter 
boreholes or wells are required since the majority of the conditions 
encountered require the use of a downhole pump.  



 

Table 3-7 Applications for Geophysical Testing Methods (after AASHTO, 1988) 

 
Geological Conditions to be Useful Geophysical Techniques 

Investigated SURFACE SUBSURFACE

Stratified rock and soil units 
(depth and thickness of layers) 

Seismic Refraction  Seismic Wave Propagation 

Depth to Bedrock Seismic Refraction              
Electrical Resistivity             

Ground Penetrating Radar 

 Seismic Wave Propagation 

Depth to Groundwater Table Seismic Refraction              
Electrical Resistivity             

Ground Penetrating Radar 

 

Location of Highly Fractured 
Rock and/or Fault Zone 

 Electrical Resistivity Borehole TV Camera 

Bedrock Topography (troughs, 
pinnacles, fault scarp) 

Seismic Refraction              
Gravity  

 

Location of Planar Igneous 
Intrusions 

Gravity, Magnetics              
Seismic Refraction 

 

Solution Cavities Electrical Resistivity              
Ground Penetrating Radar 

Gravity  

Borehole TV Camera 

Isolated Pods of Sand, Gravel, or 
Organic Material 

Electrical Resistivity  Seismic Wave Propagation 

Permeable Rock and Soil Units  Electrical Resistivity Seismic Wave Propagation 

  Topography of Lake, Bay or 
River Bottoms 

Seismic Reflection (acoustic 
sounding) 

 

  Stratigraphy of Lake, Bay or 
River Bottom Sediments 

Seismic Reflection (acoustic 
sounding) 

 

Lateral Changes in Lithology of 
Rock and Soil Units 

Seismic Refraction              
 Electrical Resistivity 
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 Table 3-8 Geophysical Testing Methods 

Method Procedure Limitations / Remarks

Seismic Refraction  Detectors (geophones) are positioned  on the 
ground surface at increasing distance from   a 
seismic impulse source, also at the ground 
surface. The time required for the seismic 
impulse to reach each geophone is recorded. 

Distance between closest and  furthest 
 geophone must be 3 to 4 times the depth to 

be investigated.   Reflection from hard layer 
may prevent identification of deeper layers. 
Other conditions affecting interpretation: 
insufficient density contrast between 
layers; presence of low-density layer;  
irregular surface topography. 

Seismic Reflection  Performed for offshore applications from a boat 
using an energy source and receiver at the water 
surface. The travel time for the seismic wave to 
reach the receiver is recorded and analyzed. 

 The position and direction of the boat must 
be accurately determined by GPS or other 
suitable method.  Reflection from   hard 

  layer may prevent identification of deeper 
layers. 

Electrical Resistivity 
/Conductivity 

  Wenner Four Electrode Method is type most 
 commonly used test in the U.S. Four electrodes 

are placed partially in the soil, in line and 
 equidistant from each other. A low magnitude 

current is passed between the outer electrodes, 
 and the resulting potential drop is measured at 
 the inner electrodes. A number of traverses are 

 used, and electrode spacing is varied to better 
 define changes in deposits and layering. 

 Results may be influenced by presence of 
underground obstructions, such as 
pipelines, tanks, etc. 

 Seismic Wave Propagation: 
 Cross-Hole 

 Up-Hole or Down-
Hole 

Parallel Seismic 

At least   2 boreholes are required: a source 
borehole within which a seismic pulse is 
generated, and a receiver borehole in which a 
geophone records generated compression and 

 shear waves. For increased accuracy additional 
receiver boreholes are used. 

Receivers must be properly oriented and 
securely in   contact with the side of the 

 borehole. Boreholes deeper than about 30 
 ft should be surveyed using an inclinometer 

or other device to   determine the travel 
distance between holes. 

Performed in a single borehole. In up-hole 
 method, a sensor is placed at the ground surface 

  and shear waves are generated at various depths 
 in the borehole. In down-hole method, seismic 

wave is generated at the surface and one or 
more sensors are placed at   different  depths 
within the hole. 

Data limited to area in immediate vicinity 
 of the borehole. 

Used to determine the depth  of existing 
  foundations, an impulse wave is generated at 

 the top of the foundation, and a sensor in an 
 adjacent borehole records arrival of the stress 

 wave at set depth increments. 

Requires access to top of foundation.  

Ground Penetrating 
Radar 

Repetitive electromagnetic impulses are 
 generated at the ground surface and the travel 

time of the reflected pulses to return to the 
transmitter are recorded. 

The presence of a clay layer may mask 
features below that layer. 

Continued on Next Page 
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Table 3-8 (Continued) Geophysical Testing Methods 

Method Procedure Limitations / Remarks 

Gravity A sensitive gravimeter is used at the ground 
surface to measure variations in the local 
gravitational field in the earth caused by 
changes in material density or cavities. 

May not identify small changes in density. 
May be influenced by nearby surface or 
subsurface features, such as mountains, 
solution cavities, buried valleys, etc. not 
directly in area of interest. 

Magnetics Magnetic surveys can be performed using either 
ground-based or airborne magnetometers. With 
ground equipment, measurements of changes in 
the earth’s magnetic field are taken along an 
established survey line. 

Monitoring locations should not be located 
near man-made objects that can change the 
magnitude of the earth’s magnetic field 
(pipelines, buildings, etc.). Corrections 
need to be made for diurnal variations in 
the earth’s magnetic field. 

It is important to note that the data from geophysical exploration must always be correlated with 
information from direct methods of exploration that allow visual examination of the subsurface materials, 
direct measurement of groundwater levels, and testing of physical samples of soil and rock.  Direct 
methods of exploration provide valuable information that can assist not only in the interpretation of the  
geophysical data, but also for extrapolating the inferred ground conditions to areas not investigated by 
borings. Conversely, the geophysical data can help determine appropriate locations for borings and test  
pits to further investigate any anomalies that are found.  Readers are also referred to FHWA publication 
“Application of Geophysical Methods to Highway  Related Problems” for more detailed information. 
 
3.5.5  Laboratory Testing 
 
Detailed laboratory  testing is required to obtain accurate information for design and modeling purposes.   
 
Soil Testing Detailed soil laboratory testing is required to obtain accurate information including  
classification, characteristics, stiffness, strength, etc. for design and modeling purposes.   Testing are  
performed on selected representative samples (disturbed and undisturbed) in accordance with ASTM  
standards. Table 3-9 shows common soil laboratory testing for tunnel design purposes. 
 
Rock Testing Standard rock testing evaluate physical properties of the rock included density and 
mineralogy (thin-section analysis).  The mechanical properties of the intact rock core included uniaxial 
compressive strength, tensile strength, static and dynamic elastic constants, hardness, and abrasitivity 
indices. 
 
In addition, specialized tests for assessing TBM performance rates are required including three drillability 
and boreability testing, namely, Drilling Rate Index (DRI), Bit Wear Index (BWI), and Cutter Life Index 
(CLI). Table 3-9 summarizes common rock laboratory  testing for tunnel design purposes. 
 
It is desirable to preserve the rock cores retrieved from the field properly for years until the construction is  
completed and disputes/claims are settled.  Common  practice is to photograph the rock cores in core 
boxes and possibly scan the core samples for review by  designers and contractors.  Figure 3-8 shows a roc  
core scanning equipment and result.    
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Table 3-9 Common Laboratory Tests for Rock (after USACE 1997) 

Parameter Test Method 

Index properties  • Density 
• Porosity 
• Moisture Content 
• Slake Durability 
• Swelling Index 
• Point Load Index 
• Hardness 
• Abrasivity 

Strength • Uniaxial compressive strength 
• Triaxial compressive strength 
• Tensile strength (Brazilian) Shear 

strength of joints 

Deformability  • Young’s modulus Poisson's ratio 

Time dependence  • Creep characteristics 

Permeability • Coefficient of permeability 

Mineralogy and grain sizes  • Thin-sections analysis 
• Differential thermal analysis 
• X-ray diffraction 

Figure 3-8  Rock Core Scanning Equipment and Result 



 

3.5.6  Groundwater Investigation 
 
Groundwater is a major factor for all types of projects, but for tunnels groundwater is a particularly  
critical issue since it may  not only represent a large percentage of the loading on the final tunnel lining,  
but also it largely determines ground behavior and stability for soft ground tunnels; the inflow into rock 
tunnels; the method and equipment selected for tunnel construction; and the long-term performance of the 
completed structure.  Accordingly, for tunnel projects, special attention must be given to defining the 
groundwater regime, aquifers, and sources of water, any perched or artesian conditions, water quality and  
temperature, depth to groundwater, and the permeability of the various materials that may be encountered 
during tunneling.  Related considerations include the potential impact of groundwater lowering on  
settlement of overlying and nearby structures, utilities and other facilities; other influences of dewatering 
on existing structures (e.g., accelerated deterioration of exposed timber piles); pumping volumes during  
construction; decontamination/treatment measures for water discharged from pumping; migration of  
existing soil and groundwater contaminants due to dewatering; the potential impact on water supply  
aquifers; and seepage into the completed tunnel; to note just a few:  
 
Groundwater investigations typically include most or all of the following elements: 
 
•  Observation of groundwater levels in boreholes 
•  Assessment of soil moisture changes in the boreholes 
•  Groundwater sampling for environmental testing  
•  Installation of groundwater observation wells and piezometers  
•  Borehole permeability tests (rising, falling and constant head tests; packer tests, etc.) 
•  Geophysical testing (see Section 3.5.4) 
•  Pumping tests 
 
During subsurface investigation drilling and coring, it is particularly  important for the inspector to note  
and document any  groundwater related observations made during drilling or during interruptions to the  
work when the borehole has been left undisturbed.  Even seemingly minor observations may have an  
important influence on tunnel design and ground behavior during construction.  
 
Groundwater observation wells are used to more accurately determine and monitor the static water table.  
Since observation wells are generally  not isolated within an individual zone or  stratum they  provide only  
a general indication of the groundwater table, and are therefore more suitable for sites with generally 
uniform subsurface conditions.  In stratified soils with two or more aquifers, water pressures may vary  
considerably with depth. For such variable conditions, it is generally more appropriate to use 
piezometers.  Piezometers have seals that isolate the screens or sensors within a specific  zone or layer 
within the soil profile, providing a measurement of the water pressure within that zone.  Readers are 
referred to Chapter 15 Geotechnical and Structural Instrumentation for detailed illustrations and 
descriptions about the wells and piezometers. 
 
Observation wells and piezometers should be monitored periodically  over a prolonged period of time to  
provide information on seasonal variations in groundwater levels. Monitoring during construction  
provides important information on the influence of tunneling on groundwater levels, forming an essential 
component of construction control and any protection program for existing structures and facilities.  Local 
and state jurisdictions may impose specific requirements for permanent observation wells and 
piezometers, for documenting both temporary and permanent installations, and for closure of these  
installations. 
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3.5.6.1  Borehole Permeability Testing 
 
Borehole permeability tests provide a low cost means for assessing the permeability of soil and rock. The 
principal types of tests include falling head, rising head and constant head tests in soil, and packer tests in  
rock, as described below. Additional information regarding the details and procedures used for 
performing and interpreting these borehole permeability  tests are presented by FHWA (2002b).  Borehole 
tests are particularly  beneficial in sands and gravels since samples of such materials would be too  
disturbed to use for laboratory permeability tests.  A major limitation of these tests, however, is that they  
assess soil conditions only in the immediate vicinity of the borehole, and the results do not reflect the 
influence of water recharge sources or soil stratification over a larger area. 
 
Borehole permeability tests are performed intermittently as the borehole is advanced.  Holes in which 
permeability  tests will be performed should be drilled with water to avoid the formation of a filter cake on  
the sides of the borehole from drilling slurry.  Also, prior to performing the permeability test the hole 
should be flushed with clear water until all sediments are removed from the hole (but not so much as 
would be done to establish a water well).  
 
In soil, either rising head or falling head tests would be appropriate if the permeability is low enough to  
permit accurate determination of water level versus time.  In the falling head test, where the flow is from 
the hole to the surrounding soil, there is risk of clogging of the soil pores by sediments in the test water.  
In the rising head tests, where water flows from the surrounding soil into the hole, there is a risk of the 
soil along the test length becoming loosened or quick if the seepage gradient is too large.  If a rising head  
test is used, the hole should be sounded at the end of the test to determine if the hole has collapsed or  
heaved. Generally, the rising head test is the preferred test method. However, in cases where the 
permeability  is so high as to preclude accurate measurement of the rising or falling water level, the 
constant head test should be used. 
 
Pressure, or “Packer,” tests are performed in rock by forcing water under pressure into the rock 
surrounding the borehole.  Packer tests determine the apparent permeability of the rock mass, and also 
provide a qualitative assessment of rock quality.  These tests can also be used before and after grouting to 
assess the effectiveness of grouting on rock permeability and the strength of the rock mass.  The test is  
performed by selecting a length of borehole for testing, then inflating a cylindrical rubber sleeve 
(“packer”) at the top of the test zone to isolate the section of borehole being tested.  Packer testing can 
thus be performed intermittently as the borehole is advanced.  Alternatively, testing can be performed at  
multiple levels in a completed borehole by using a double packer system in which packers are positioned 
and inflated at both the top and bottom of the zone being tested, as illustrated in Figure 3-9.  Once the  
packer is inflated to seal off the test section, water is pumped under pressure to the test zone, while the  
time and volume of water pumped at different pressures are recorded.  Guidelines for performing and  
evaluating packer tests are presented by Mayne et al. (FHWA, 2002b), and by Lowe and Zaccheo (1991).  

3.5.6.2  Pumping Tests 
 
Continuous pumping tests are used to determine the water yield of individual wells and the permeability  
of subsurface materials in situ over an extended area.  These data provide useful information for 
predicting inflows during tunneling; the quantity of water that may need to be pumped to lower 
groundwater levels; and the radius of influence for pumping operations; among others.  The test consists  
of pumping water from a well or borehole and observing the effect on the water table with distance and  
time by  measuring the water levels in the hole being pumped as well as in an array of observation wells at  
various distances around the pumping well.  The depth of the test well will depend on the depth and 
thickness of the strata being investigated, and the number, location and depth of the observation wells or 
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piezometers will depend on the anticipated shape of the groundwater surface after drawdown.  Guidelines 
for performing and evaluating pumping tests are presented by Mayne et al. (FHWA, 2002b). 

Figure 3-9 	 Packer Pressure Test Apparatus for Determining the Permeability of Rock (a) Schematic 
Diagram; (b) Detail of Packer Unit (Lowe and Zaccheo, 1991) 

 
3.6  ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
 
Although tunnels are generally considered environmentally-friendly structures, certain short-term 
environmental impacts during construction are unavoidable.  Long-term impacts from the tunnel itself, 
and from portals, vent shafts and approaches on local communities, historic sites, wetlands, and other 
aesthetically, environmentally, and ecologically sensitive areas must be identified and investigated 
thoroughly  during the project planning and feasibility stages, and appropriately addressed in 
environmental studies and design.  Early  investigation and resolution of environmental issues is an  
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essential objective for any  underground project since unanticipated conditions discovered later during  
design or construction could potentially jeopardize the project. 
 
The specific environmental data needed for a particular underground project very much depend on the  
geologic and geographic environment and the functional requirement of the underground facility. Some 
common issues can be stated, however, and are identified below in the form of a checklist: 
 
• 	 Existing infrastructure, and obstacles underground and above 
• 	 Surface structures within area of influence 
• 	 Land ownership and uses (public and private) 
• 	 Ecosystem habitat impacts 
• 	 Contaminated ground or groundwater 
• 	 Long-term impacts to groundwater levels, aquifers and water quality  
• 	 Control of runoff and erosion during construction 
• 	 Naturally gassy ground, or groundwater with deleterious chemistry  
• 	 Access constraints for potential work sites and transport routes 
• 	 Sites for muck transport and disposal 
• 	 Noise and vibrations from  construction operations, and from future traffic at approaches to the  

completed tunnel 
• 	 Air quality during construction, and at portals, vent shafts and approaches of the completed tunnel 
• 	 Maintenance of vehicular traffic and transit lines during construction 
• 	 Maintenance of utilities and other existing facilities during construction 
• 	 Access to residential and commercial properties 
• 	 Pest control during construction 
• 	 Long-term community impacts 
• 	 Long-term traffic impacts 
• 	 Temporary and permanent easements 
• 	 Tunnel fire life safety and security  
• 	 Legal and environmental constraints, enumerated in environmental statements or reports, or 

elsewhere  
 

3.7  SEISMICITY 
 
The release of energy from earthquakes sends seismic acceleration waves traveling through the ground.  
Such transient dynamic loading instantaneously increases the shear stresses in the ground and decreases 
the volume of voids within the material which leads to an increase in the pressure of fluids (water) in  
pores and fractures.  Thus, shear forces  increase and the frictional forces that resist them decrease.  Other 
factors also can affect the response of the ground during earthquakes. 
 
• 	 Distance of the seismic source from the project site. 
• 	 Magnitude of the seismic accelerations. 
• 	 Earthquake duration. 
• 	 Subsurface profile. 
• 	 Dynamic characteristics and strengths of the materials affected. 
 
In addition to the distance of the seismic source to the project site, and the design (anticipated) time  
history, duration and magnitude of the bedrock earthquake, the subsurface soil profile can have  a 
profound effect on earthquake ground motions including the intensity, frequency content, and  duration of  
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earthquake shaking. Amplification of peak bedrock acceleration by a factor of four or more has been 
attributed to the response of the local soil profile to the bedrock ground motions (Kavazanjian et.al,  
1998). 
 
Chapter 13 discusses the seismic considerations for the design of underground structures and the 
parameters required. 
 
The ground accelerations associated with seismic events can induce significant inertial forces that may  
lead to instability and permanent deformations (both vertically and laterally) of  tunnels and portal slopes.  
In addition, during strong earthquake shaking, saturated cohesionless soils may  experience a sudden loss 
of strength and stiffness, sometime resulting in loss of bearing capacity, large permanent lateral  
displacements, landslides, and/or seismic settlement of the ground.  Liquefaction beneath and in the 
vicinity  of a portal slope can have severe consequences since global instability in forms of excessive  
lateral displacement or lateral spreading failure may occur as a result.  Readers are referred to FHWA 
publication “Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering” by Kavazanjian, et al. (1998) for a detailed  
discussion of this topic.  
 

3.8  ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

3.8.1  General 
 
For tunneling projects it is generally essential to perform additional subsurface investigations and ground 
characterization during construction.  Such construction phase investigations serve a number of important  
functions, providing information for: 
 
• 	 Contractor design and installation of temporary works  
• 	 Further defining anomalies and unanticipated conditions identified after the start of construction 
• 	 Documenting existing ground conditions for comparison with established baseline conditions, thereby 

forming the basis of any cost adjustments due to differing site conditions 
• 	 Assessing ground and groundwater conditions in advance of the tunnel heading to reduce risks and 

improve the efficiency of tunneling operations 
• 	 Determining the initial support system to be installed, and the locations where the support system can  

be changed 
• 	 Assessing the response of the ground and existing structures and utilities to tunneling operations 
• 	 Assessing the groundwater table response to dewatering and tunneling operations  
• 	 Determining the location and depth of existing utilities and other underground facilities 
 
A typical construction phase investigation program  would likely include some or all of the following 
elements: 
 
• 	 Subsurface investigation borings and probings from the ground surface 
• 	 Test pits 
• 	 Additional groundwater observation wells and/or piezometers 
• 	 Additional laboratory testing of soil and rock samples 
• 	 Geologic mapping of the exposed tunnel face 
• 	 Geotechnical instrumentation 
• 	 Probing in advance of the tunnel heading from the face of the tunnel 
• 	 Pilot Tunnels 
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• 	 Environmental testing of soil and groundwater samples suspected to be contaminated or otherwise  
harmful 

 
Some of the above investigation elements, such as geotechnical instrumentation, may be identified as 
requirements of the contract documents, while others, such as additional exploratory borings, may be left  
to the discretion of the contractor for their benefit and convenience.  Tunnel face mapping and 
groundwater monitoring should be required elements for any  tunnel project since the information  
obtained from these records will form the basis for evaluating the merits of potential differing site  
condition claims. 

3.8.2  Geologic Face Mapping 
 
With open-face tunneling methods, including the sequential excavation method (SEM), open-face 
tunneling shield in soil, and the drill-and-blast method in rock, all or a large portion of the tunnel face will 
be exposed, allowing a visual assessment of the existing ground and groundwater conditions.  In such 
cases, the exposed face conditions are documented  in cross-section sketches (face mapping) drawn at  
frequent intervals as the tunnel advances.  Information typically included in these face maps include the 
station location for the cross-section; the date and time the face mapping was prepared; the name of the 
individual who prepared the face map; classification of each type of material observed; the location of 
interface boundaries between these materials; rock jointing including orientation of principal joints and  
joint descriptions; shear zones; observed seepage conditions and their approximate locations on the face;  
observed ground behavior noting particularly the location of any instability or squeezing material at the 
face; the location of any boulders, piling or other obstructions; the location of any grouted or cemented 
material; and any other significant observations.  In rock tunnels where the perimeter rock is left exposed,  
sketches presenting similar information can be prepared for the tunnel walls and roof. All mapping  
should be prepared by a geologist or geological engineer knowledgeable of tunneling and with soil and 
rock classification. 
 
The face maps can be used to accurately document conditions exposed during tunneling, and to develop a 
detailed profile of subsurface conditions along the tunnel horizon.  However, there are limitations and 
considerable uncertainty in any extrapolation of the observed conditions beyond the perimeter of the 
tunnel. 
 
When used in conjunction with nearby subsurface investigation data and geotechnical instrumentation 
records, the face maps may  be used to develop general correlations between ground displacement, 
geological conditions and other factors (depth of tunnel, groundwater conditions, etc.). 

3.8.3  Geotechnical Instrumentation 
 
Geotechnical instrumentation is used during construction to monitor ground and structure displacements, 
surface settlement above and near the tunnel, deformation of the initial tunnel supports and final lining, 
groundwater levels, loads in structural elements of the excavation support systems, and ground and 
structure vibrations, among others.  Such instrumentation is a key element of any program for 
maintenance and protection of existing structures and facilities.  In addition, it provides quantitative 
information for assessing tunneling procedures during the course of construction, and can be used to  
trigger modifications to tunneling procedures in a timely manner to reduce the impacts of construction.   
Instrumentation is also used to monitor the deformation and stability of the tunnel opening, to assess the 
adequacy  of the initial tunnel support systems and the methods and sequencing of tunneling, particularly  
for tunnels constructed by the Sequential Excavation Method  (SEM) and tunnels in shear zones or 
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squeezing ground. Chapter 16 provides a further discussion of geotechnical instrumentation for tunnel  
projects. 
 
3.8.4  Probing 
 
If applicable, such as for SEM and hard rock tunneling projects, probing ahead of the tunnel face is used  
to determine general ground conditions in advance of excavation, and to identify and relieve water 
pressures in any  localized zones of water-bearing soils or rock joints.  For tunnels constructed by SEM, 
probing also provides an early indication of the type of ground supports that may be needed as the 
excavation progresses. Advantages of probing are a) it reduces the risks and hazards associated with  
tunneling, b) it provides continuous site investigation data directly along the path of the tunnel, c) it 
provides information directly ahead of  the tunnel excavation, allowing focus on ground conditions of 
most immediate concern to tunneling operations, and d) it can be performed quickly, at relatively low 
cost. However, disadvantages include a) the risk of missing important features by drilling only a limited  
number of probe holes from the face, and b) the interruption to  tunneling operations during probing.   
Probing from within the tunnel must be considered as a supplementary investigation method, to be used in 
conjunction with subsurface investigation data obtained during other phases of the project. 
 
Probing typically consists of drilling horizontally from the tunnel heading by percussion drilling or rotary  
drilling methods.  Coring can be used for probing in rock, but is uncommon due to the greater time  
needed for coring. Cuttings from the probe holes are visually examined and classified, and assessed for  
potential impacts to tunnel excavation and support procedures.  In rock, borehole cameras can be used to  
better assess rock quality, orientation of discontinuities, and the presence of shear zones and other  
important features.. 
 
The length of the probe holes can vary considerably, ranging from just 3 or 4 times the length of each 
excavation stage (round), to hundreds of feet.  Shorter holes can be drilled more quickly, allowing them to  
be performed as part of the normal excavation cycle.  However, longer holes, performed less frequently,  
may result is fewer interruptions to tunneling operations. 
 
3.8.5  Pilot Tunnels 
 
Pilot tunnels (and shorter exploratory adits) are small size tunnels (typically at least 6.5 ft by 6.5 ft in size) 
that are occasionally used for large size rock tunnels in complex geological conditions.  Pilot tunnels, 
when used, are typically  performed in a separate contract in advance of the main tunnel contract to  
provide prospective bidders a clearer understanding of the ground conditions that will be encountered.  
Although pilot tunnels are a very costly  method of exploration, they may result in considerable financial 
benefits to the client by a) producing bids for the main tunnel work that have much lower contingency 
fees, and b) reducing the number and magnitude of differing site condition claims during construction. 
 
In addition to providing bidders the opportunity to  directly observe and assess  existing rock conditions, 
pilot tunnels also offer other significant advantages, including a) more complete and reliable information  
for design of both initial tunnel supports  and final lining, if any, b) access for performing in situ testing of 
the rock along the proposed tunnel, c) information for specifying and selecting appropriate methods of  
construction and tunneling equipment, d) an effective means of pre-draining groundwater, and more 
confidently determining short-term and long-term groundwater control measures, e) an effective means 
for identifying and venting gassy ground conditions, e) a means for testing and evaluating potential  
tunneling methods and equipment, and f) access for installation of some of the initial supports (typically 
in the crown area of the tunnel) in advance of the main tunnel excavation.  Consideration can also be 
given to locating the pilot tunnel adjacent to the proposed tunnel, using the pilot tunnel for emergency  
egress, tunnel drainage, tunnel ventilation, or other purposes for the completed project. 
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3.9  GEOSPATIAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) is designed for managing a large quantity  of data in a complex 
environment, and is a capable tool used for decision making, planning, design, construction and program 
management.  It can accept all types of data, such as digital, text, graphic, tabular, imagery, etc., and  
organize these data in a series of interrelated layers for ready recovery.  Information stored in the system  
can be selectively retrieved, compared, overlain on other data, composite with several other data layers,  
updated, removed, revised, plotted, transmitted, etc. 
 
GIS can provide a means to enter and quickly retrieve a wide range of utility information, including their 
location, elevation, type, size, date of construction and repair, ownership, right-of-way, etc.  This 
information is stored in dedicated data layers, and can be readily accessed to display or plot both technical  
and demographic information. 
 
Typical information that could be input to a GIS database for a tunnel project may include street grids; 
topographic data; property  lines; right-of-way limits; existing building locations, type of  construction,  
heights, basement elevations, building condition, etc.;  proposed tunnel alignment and profile information;  
buried abandoned foundations and other underground obstructions; alignment and elevations for existing  
tunnels; proposed structures, including portals, shafts, ramps, buildings, etc.; utility line layout and 
elevations, vault locations and depths; boring logs and other subsurface investigation information;  
geophysical data; inferred surfaces for various soil and rock layers; estimated groundwater surface; areas 
of identified soil and groundwater contamination; and any other physical elements of jurisdictional 
boundaries within the vicinity of the project. 
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